
Grade   6   Learning   from   Home:  
Week   2   Friday   

Here   is   your   learning   to   complete   whilst   you   are   at   home   today.    If   you   have  
any   questions   please   feel   free   to   send   your   teacher   an   email   via   Compass   or  

Google   Classroom.    Have   a   wonderful   day   of   learning.  
 

Reading   (Approx   20   mins   Task(s)   +   30mins   Independent   Reading)  

Focus    Learning   Intention:    
To   identify   differences   and   similarities   when   comparing   different   author’s   styles  
 
Success   Criteria:   
I   am   successful   when   I   can:  
-Discuss   the   differences   and   similarities   when   comparing   authors,   using   examples  
and   specific   language   to   explain   my   thinking.  
 

Activity   
 

On   your   Reading   Slide:  
 
https://storyboxlibrary.com.au/authors-and-illustrators  
 
Use   this   link   to   take   you   directly   to   the   ‘authors   and   illustrators   page   on   storybox  
online.   If   unable   to   use   the   link,   you    may   log   in   then   click   on   the   menu   in   the   top  
right   hand   corner   for   this   drop   down   box.   Click   on   Authors   and   Illustrators.   
 
Choose   ONE   author   to   read   about   and   choose   one   of   their   stories   to   read.  
 
Make   a   list   of   similarities   and   differences   when   comparing   their   style   with  
Margaret   Wild  
 
Use   these   headings   to   think   and   write   down   your   ideas:  
 
 
How   has   the   illustrator   /   artist   captured   you   as   a   reader?   
 
How   are   they   similar   to   Margaret   Wild’s   books?  
 
How   are   they   different?  
 
What   are   the   messages   behind   the   pictures?   *For   example:  
 
Language   use   (word   choice,   descriptive   detail   and   dialogue   between  
characters.)  
 
Figurative   devices   (use   of   metaphors,   allegory,   symbolism,   personification,   etc.)?  
 
Topic/theme   and   messages   of   the   texts?  
 
Settings   and   characterisation?  
 
Plot   events?  
 

https://storyboxlibrary.com.au/authors-and-illustrators


Feel   free   to   keep   on   reading   about   other   authors   and   illustrators   (optional)  
 
After   this   you   are   to   complete   30mins   of   Independent   Reading   and   complete   a  
Track   or   work   on   your   Reading   Goal.  
 
Access   Reading   Eggspress   and   complete   your   assigned   activities   

 

Writer’s   Notebook   (Approx   30   -   40   mins)  

Focus    Learning   Intention:    To   apply   effective   persuasive   devices   and   creative   publishing  
techniques.   
 
Success   Criteria:   
I   am   successful   when   I   can:  
*write   a   short   effective   persuasive   piece  
*include   persuasive   devices   in   my   work  
*persuade   my   reader   to   do   something   
*apply   creative   publishing   techniques  
 

Activity  
 
 

On   your   Writing   Slide:   
 
Revisit   your   persuasive   piece   from   yesterday   and   refer   to   the    Persuasive  
Technique   Table    from   yesterday     and   highlight   all   the   persuasive   techniques   you  
used.   Total   them   up   and   record   next   to   your   persuasive   piece.   
 
Next,   revise   and   edit   your   piece,   you   may   want   to   consider   applying   the   ARMS  
and   CUPS   techniques   that   you   are   familiar   with.   
 
Now   it’s   time   to   create   your   advertisement.   Consider   how   you   want   to   publish  
it...as   a   poster   that   you   can   take   a   photo   of   and   upload   onto   a   Slide,   perhaps  
create   a   new   Slide   ...you   may   want   to   record   your   voice   reading   it   over   pictures  
or   photos.   Advertisements   usually   have   large   bright   heads,   clear   borders,   a   font  
size   that   is   easily   read,   colourful   pictures   or   photos...perhaps   a   slogan   or   motto  
you   could   develop?    You   must   include   your   persuasive   piece.   
 
Be   creative   and   upload   onto   a   Writing   Slide.   
 

 

Measurement   (Approx   30   -   40   mins)  

Focus    Learning   Intention:      To   explore   and   understand   how   to   read   and   record  
coordinates   on   a   cartesian   coordinate   system.  
 
Success   Criteria:   
I   am   successful   when   I   can:  

- identify   the   features   on   a   cartesian   plane  
- read   coordinates   on   a   Cartesian   Plane  
- write   down   the    coordinates   on   a   cartesian   plane   

 

Activity   
 

On   your   Numeracy   Slide:   
 
In   Google   classroom   you   will   find   the   resource   “Identifying   Cartesian  
coordinates.”  



 
You   will   be   identifying   coordinates   using   all   4    Quadrants.  
Remember   that   you   write   the   number   on   the   x   axis   first   and   then   the   number   on  
the    y   axis.    
Write   them   like   this   on   your   Google   Slide:  
N   =   (1,   -3)  
U   =   (10,9)  
 
 
Go   onto   Mathletics   and   complete   assigned   tasks   and   remember   you’re   aiming  
for   1000   points   a   week.   
 
Also   you   have   your   Multiplication   Facts   that   you   can   practice   before   your   next  
oral   test  

 

Active   Learning    (Approx   30   -   40   mins)  

Focus    Learning   Intention:     To   understand   how   sincere   compliments   help   us   with   positive  

self   talk   statements.  

  Success   Criteria:  
I   am   successful   when   I   can:  

- identify   positive   self   talk   statements   in   different   situations  

- identify   the   effects   of   genuine   compliments   on   positive   self   talk.  

Activity   
 
 

On   your   Personal   and   Social   Learning   Slide:  

 

Positive   Self-talk   is   an   important   strategy   for   coping   with   negative   thoughts,  

emotions   and   events.   People   around   us   often   encourage   us   to   use   positive   self  

talk   by   giving   us   compliments   for   example   if   another   student   compliments   your  

writing   piece   shared   with   the   class,   the   next   time   you   do   writing   you   will   engage  

in   positive   self   talk.  

It   is   important   that   the   compliments   we   give   to   others   are   genuine.   

 

On   your   Personal   and   Social   Learning   Slide   answer   these   questions   in   full  

sentences.   (write   down   enough   detail   to   give   a   clear   picture.)  

1. How   do   you   feel   when   someone   pays   you   a   compliment?  

2. How   does   it   feel   when   you   pay   a   compliment   to   another   person?  

3. Why   do   we   sometimes   find   it   hard   to   accept   a   compliment?  

(think   about:   cultural   issues,   status   in   class,   depends   on   who   actually   gives  

the   comment   e.g.   parents,   teachers   etc.)  

4. How   might   the   person   who   gives   the   compliment   feel   if   we   don’t   accept   it  

graciously?  

5. What   are   some   things   we   can   say   when   we   receive   a   compliment?  

Now   write   down   an   example   about   a   time   when   you   received   a   compliment  



from   someone   and   encouraged   you   to   use   positive   self   talk.  

 


